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This article gives a survey of the study of uniform approximation by holo- 
morphic functions on compact sets in spaces of one or more complex variables 
during the last two decades. 
By Weierstrass’s theorem any function continuous on a compact 
subset of Euclidean space can be uniformly approximated by poly- 
nomials. The description of functions which allow approximations by 
polynomials in complex variables has turned out to be a much more 
complicated problem. By now this problem has been solved only in 
some of its parts. We shall consider the most essential results obtained 
and discuss open problems. 
1. POLYNOMIAL CONVEXITY AND HOLOMORPHIC APPROXIMATIONS 
Let E be a compact subset of the space C” of n complex variables 
{Xl ,***, zn} = x. If a functionf(z) defined on E allows approximations 
by polynomials in the variables zr ,..., X, (i.e., it can be represented by 
a series of polynomials uniformly convergent on E), then besides being 
continuous, it possesses a number of additional properties. The first 
of these properties is that the function is holomorphic on the interior 
E” of E. Another property, common to all such functions, is connected 
with the notion of a polynomially convex hull. By definition, a polyno- 
mially convex hull h(E) of the set E is the union of all points x* E ~2~ 
such that for every polynomial p(z) the following inequality is valid: 
(all bounded components of C”\E belong to h(E)). If a series of poly- 
nomials converges on E, it converges on h(E) as well. Consequently, 
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any function approximable on E has the natural extension onto h(E) 
A set E is called polynomially convex if h(E) = E. For polynomiallI 
convex sets the question of the existence of polynomial approximation* 
is reduced to a construction of holomorphic approximations: 
THEOREM (Oka, and Weil). If a function is holomorphic in 1 
neighborhood of a polynomially convex compact set, it can be uniformk 
approximated on this set by polynomials (1936). 
This theorem points out two aspects of the problem under con 
sideration: the study of polynomially convex sets and the constructior 
of holomorphic approximations. 
2. APPROXIMATIONS IN Cl 
In Cl the notion of polynomial convexity has a simple geometric 
interpretation: a compact E C Cr is polynomially convex if and onl! 
if its complement is connected. The Oka-Weil theorem can be lookec 
upon as a generalization of the following classical fact. 
THEOREM (Runge). If a compact E C Q=l has a connected complement 
any function holomorphic on E allows polynomial approximations (1885) 
Now consider briefly how holomorphic approximations of one 
variable functions are constructed. The scheme took its present forn 
in the 192Os-1960s through the efforts of Walsh, Hartogs am 
Rosenthal, Lavrentiev, Keldysh, Mergelyan, Bishop, and othe 
authors. 
We fix a number 6 > 0. Let gk(z) (k = 1, 2,...) be a partition o 
unity, i.e., a collection of functions possessing the following properties 
the function gk(z) is nonnegative and its support D, has a diameter les 
than 6, gk(z) is smooth and j gradg,(x)j < C,/6 (K = 1, 2,...); th 
supports {Dk} cover the complex line with a multiplicity less than C, 
The symbols C, , C, ,... denote positive absolute constants. 
Let a function f(z), continuous on a compact E C @l and holo 
morphic on the interior E” of E, be given. We extend f (2) intl 
@l\E so that it should be continuous over the whole plane and equal t# 
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zero on a neighborhood of the point z = co. By the Cauchy-Green 
formula, 
The derivative is understood here in the sense of distributions. Using 
the above-mentioned partition of unity, we obtain 
where 
The functionf,( z is continuous on the whole plane and holomorphic ) 
on E” u (cl\&) and / f,(z)1 < C&(6), where w(r) is the modulus of 
continuity of the functionf(z). Thus, the functionf(z) = C,fk(z) is 
represented as a finite sum of functions with localized singularities. 
Assume that there exist functionsfk*(z) (K = 1, 2,...) satisfying the 
following conditions. 
fk*(z) is holomorphic outside the A-neighborhood of the set D,; 
and 
!+i ~“(fk(4 -f?%*(z)) = 0 (k = 1, 2,...). 
Then the function f*(z) = Ckfk-*(z) will approximate f(z) on the 
whole plane with accuracy Csw(6). If, moreover, the singularities of the 
functions {fk*(x)) are placed in @l\E, then f*(z) represents the 
desirable holomorphic approximation of the functionf(z). 
So, by separating the singularities of the functionf(z) the task of 
constructing its accurate approximation is reduced to defining 
relatively rough approximations of the functions {fk(z)) by means 
of the functions {fk*(z)}. 
The conditions which guarantee the existence of holomorphic 
approximations will be given later (Section 4). Now let us assume that 
C1\E is connected. In this case it is easy to demonstrate how the func- 
tions {fk*(z)> can be constructed. If D, C @l\E, then fJz) = 0. 
Therefore, if fk(z) $ 0, then D, contains points of the closure of 
Cl\E. Using any curve connecting the point x = CO with a point 
sufficiently close to D, , we choose on this curve an arc r,,. of diameter 
S/2, which lies in the S-neighborhood of D,\. . Denote by q,<(z) the 
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function giving a conformal mapping W = Q(Z) of the domain @‘\r, 
onto the open circle 1 W 1 < 1, moving the point z = co at the pain 
W = 0. Let us represent the functions fk(x) and vk(x) by Lauren 
series: 
fk(4 = f %~-m, 
W8=1 
Put 
c&(z) = f b&-m. 
WZ=l 
where 
fk*M = hk9JkW + Pk~kW 
hk = (4h>, pk = -~alb,/b13) + (adb12)* 
The parameters Ak and pk are chosen so that the first two coefficients 
of the seriesfk*(x) = xz=, u,*zm are equal to a, and us , i.e., so that 
The coefficient b, is comparable to the diameter of r, and, conse- 
quently, to 6. Hence, for a small 6, Ifk*(z)l < C&6). The function 
fk*(z) has singularities only on the arc rk . Therefore, f*(x) = 
&fk*(z) is holomorphic on E. 
In view of Runge’s theorem, f*(x) allows polynomial approxima- 
tions. Hence,f(z) can also be approximated by polynomials. 
THEOREM (Mergelyan). If the complement of a compact E C @I iA 
connected, any function continuous on E and holomorphic on E” ullow~ 
polynomial approximations (195 1). 
3. ANALYTIC CAPACITY 
Let G be a bounded subset of @l. Denote byF(G) the set of functions 
continuous on the whole cl, holomorphic outside some closed subset 
of the set G, bounded in modulus by 1 and equal to zero at infinity, 
Let 
4G) = rs~c~, F-2 I zf(4l 
be the analytic C-capacity of the set G. 
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The analytic C-capacity of a circle is equal to its radius; al(G) is not 
greater than the length of the boundary of G; c?(G) is greater 
than the area of G; for a domain, U(G) is comparable to its diameter. 
PROBLEM. Is it true that for any A and B the following inequality 
is valid: CX(A u B) < a(A) + a(B) ? 
Many applications of analytic capacity are based on the following 
simple 
LEMMA. For unyf(z) E F(G), if( < oi(G)/p(x, G), where p(z, G) 
is the distance from x to G. 
The following generalization of Cauchy’s theorem is important in 
applications. 
THEOREM (Mel’nikov). Let f(z) be a function continuous on the 
closed circle 1 x 1 < 1 and holomorphic at the points of the complement of 
G lying inside the open circle / z 1 < 1. Then 
where C is an absolute constant (1966). 
4. RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS IN @I 
On every compact E C Cl any holomorphic function can be approxi- 
mated by rational functions, i.e., for every function holomorphic 
and rational approximations exist only simultaneously. That is why 
in the case of one-variable functions it is usual to speak of rational 
approximations rather than holomorphic ones. 
Let E be a compact subset of @ l. Let C(E) denote the algebra of 
complex-valued functions defined and continuous on E; let C,(E) 
denote the algebra of all functions continuous on E and holomorphic 
on E”; let R(E) denote the uniform closure in C(E) of rational 
functions. 
The inclusions R(E) C CA(E) C C(E) are evident. The assertion 
that any function f E CA(E) can be represented by a series of rational 
functions uniformly convergent on E will be written in the following 
manner. 
c.m = NE). 
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The first examples of compacts for which C(E) and C,(E) do not 
coincide with R(E) were constructed by Mergelyan (1952) and 
Dolzenko (1962). The constructions of holomorphic approximations 
given above (Section 2) permits us to formulate the following criterion. 
THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) C,@) = R(E); 
(2) a( G\E) = a( G\EO) fog every bounded open set G; 
(3) for each x E E\EO, 
9 4G\E0MK*8\E) < a> 
where KS,* is the disc centered at z with radius 6 (1966). 
By definition, the inner boundary of a compact E consists of the 
points of the boundary of E which do not belong to the boundary of a 
component of @‘\E. 
The last theorem shows that C,(E) = R(E) if the inner boundary of 
E is empty. It can be shown, using Mel’nikov’s theorem, that 
CA(E) = R(E) h w enever the inner boundary of the E lies, for example, 
on a twice continuously differentiable curve. 
If E does not contain interior points the algebras C(E) and CA(E) 
coincide. The assertions (l)-(3) are equivalent, in this case, to the 
following. 
(3’) for almost every z E E (excepting a set with zero area), 
lim 
62 
8-O a(K,,,\E) < co 
(1959). 
A seeming divergence of assertions (3) and (3’) is due to the 
unsteadiness of analytic capacity: for any set A C c1 at almost every 
point z E d=l, either 
The criterion of coincidence of C(E) and R(E) also has another 
form. 
A point a* E E is called a peak point for the algebra R(E) if there 
exists a function f E R(E) such that f (a*) = 1 and If(x)\ < 1 when 
z E E\x”. 
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THEOREM (Bishop). If I a most all points of E are peak points, then 
C(E) = R(E) (1959). 
It has proved impossible to formulate a similar theorem for a 
compact set with nonempty interior. 
Davie (1970) h as constructed a closed domain D C @r such that 
C,(D) # R(D), h’l w 1 e every boundary point of D is a peak point for 
R(D)- 
5. POLYNOMIALLY CONVEX SETS 
As has been mentioned (Section 2), for compact subsets of @l, 
polynomial convexity is a geometrical notion. It is hardly possible to 
describe polynomially convex sets of P is purely topological terms. 
Wermer (1959) has constructed a non-polynomially convex compact 
set lying in C3, homeomorphic to a tridisk (the homeomorphism is 
given by polynomials). 
Homology groups of Runge domains of @)l are trivial in dimensions 
k > n (Andreotti, Narasimhan, 1962). Any polynomially convex 
compact set is an intersection on Runge domains. Thus: 
THEOREM (Serre, Andreotti, Narasimhan). If a compact E C C” is 
polynomially convex, its homology groups H,(E) with integer coeficients 
are trivial for k 3 n (1953, 1962). 
We shall say that the complement of E is connected in the sense of 
Stolzenberg if for every point z E @“\E there exists a “curve” of 
hypersurfaces {pi(z) = 0} (0 < t < CO) lying in F\E and such that 
for every t, p,(z) is a nonconstant polynomial, its coefficients are 
continuous functions of t, the initial surface p,,(z) = 0 contains the 
point x, and the distance from the surface p,(z) = 0 to the set E 
tends to infinity as t -+ co. 
THEOREM (Oka and Stolzenberg). A compact EC C” is polj+ 
nomially convex if and only if its complement is connected in Stolzenberg’s 
sense (1937, 1963). 
PROBLEM. Is a subset of C” polynomially convex if it consists of a 
finite number of pairwise disjoint balls? There is no answer to this 
question even when n = 2 and the number of balls equals 4. 
Eva Kallin (1964) h as constructed an example of a nonpolynomially 
convex set consisting of three pairwise disjoint tridisks. 
580/20/z-5 
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6. APPROXIMATIONS ON CURVES 
Wermer notied that for curves the problem of polynomial approxi- 
mations is reduced to the study of polynomially convex hulls. He has 
shown that h(r) of an analytic curve F possesses holomorphic 
structure: for every point x* E h(r)\F there exists a neighborhood in 
which h(F) is an intersection of a finite number of level surfaces of 
holomorphic functions. An analytic arc cannot be a boundary of a 
holomorphic variety and therefore h(F) = r. Hence, for analytic arcs 
the algebra C(E) coincides with the algebra P(E) of uniform limits of 
polynomials (1958). 
Approaching the study of hulls in a different manner, Bishop (1962) 
has extended the result to include smooth curves. His work served as 
a base for many subsequent studies. The following Alexander’s 
theorem is the latest result obtained. Any rectifiable arc F is poly- 
nomially convex and C(F) = P(r) (1971). 
Chirka (1965) h as shown that holomorphic approximations on arcs 
are possible under weaker conditions: If the projections of an arc E 
into the coordinate planes are nowhere dense, then C(E) coincides with 
the algebra A(E) f o uniform limits of functions holomorphic on E. 
Henkin (1974) h as constructed an arc for which C(E) # A(E). 
PROBLEM. Is it possible to construct a polynomially convex arc for 
which C(E) # P(E) ? 
7. APPROXIMATIONS IN Cn 
Recent years’ advances in approximation theory are mainly con- 
nected with the improvement of integral representations of functions, 
the estimations of solutions of a-equations and the further study of 
envelopes of holomorphy. The equality of algebras CA(E) and A(E) 
has been proved for the following classes of sets. 
(1) Smooth submanifolds of C” which have no complex tangent 
line (Harvey and Wells, 1972). 
(2) Nondegenerate analytic polyhedron (Petrosyan, 1970). 
A polyhedron F = {x: [ fk(z)[ < 1, K = 1, 2,..., m} (fk(z) are holo- 
morphic functions) is degenerate if every n of its sides has a general 
position at every generic point. 
(3) Strictly pseudoconvex domains (Henkin, 1974).’ These 
domains are defined by the inequality p(z) < 0, where p(z) is a real 
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twice differentiable function having the positive Laplacian on all 
complex lines. 
On the other hand, there are many interesting examples of sets on 
which approximations are impossible. 
Eva Kallin (1963) h as constructed the polynomially convex set 
K = Kl v K, C C3 and a function defined on K and such that on K, 
and on K2 the function is the restriction of polynomials pr(zz) and ps(z), 
while on the whole K this function cannot be approximated by 
polynomials. 
Senechkin (1971) h as constructed a polynomially convex closed 
domain S C C2 such that CA(S) + A(S). This domain cannot be 
divided into a finite number of portions in such a way that on each of 
them holomorphic approximation is possible. These examples show, 
in particular, that polynomial convexity does not guarantee a possibility 
of approximations. 
PROBLEM. Under what conditions does a function in several 
complex variables allow polynomial approximations ? 
For a more extended discussion of the results considered above 
refer to the following reviews. 
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